Welcome

About Yinson

Dream of rising to the top as a
great leader? Don’t just dream
it. Be it!

Yinson is changing the world's energy landscape through the provision of
modern, purpose-built assets for the energy industry.
We design and construct these assets, then lease them, while also providing
operations and maintenance services.

Great leaders – not just any run-of-the-mill leader, but Extraordinaires who will go on to
do great things - are fundamental assets in every line of business, especially since
leadership and management go hand-in-hand.
At Yinson, we believe in building great leaders, and you can be one too. Yinson’s
League of Extraordinary Apprentices Programme (L.E.A.P) is an accelerated
career programme designed to equip you with the right set of skills, experiences
and opportunities, not only to face the challenges of tomorrow, but to fast-track
you to become a great leader in your own right. If you have ever dreamed it, we
can help you realize it. All you need to do is believe in yourself and aim for the
stars.

Yinson was founded in 1983 as a
humble transport and logistics
company in Johor Bahru,
Malaysia.

We ventured into the oil and gas
industry in 2011 when we were
awarded our ﬁrst Floating Storage
and Offloading (FSO) contract,
FSO PTSC Bien Dong 01.

This contract marked the
beginning of a remarkable growth
trajectory, with milestones
including the acquisition of
established Norwegian FPSO
company, Fred. Olsen Production
ASA, divestment of all non-oil and
gas business segments,and ﬁve
more FPSO contracts.

We are now about to enter into
our most exciting season yet, with
potential expansions into new
ﬁelds of energy infrastructure and
geographical areas.

Corporate milestones

20+
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6 largest independent
FPSO leasing company
worldwide

x10

1983

Began as a transport agency in Johor Bahru, Malaysia

1996

Listed on Bursa Malaysia

COUNTRIES

Over two decades of
experience in the timely
delivery of floating
solutions for the offshore
oil and gas industry

Presence in
10 countries
across the globe

2008 Transferred to Main Board of Bursa Malaysia

2011

Awarded contract for FSO PTSC Bien Dong 01 (USD245 million)

2012

Awarded contract for FPSO PTSC Lam Son (USD588 million)

2013

FSO PTSC Bien Dong 01 achieves ﬁrst oil

2014

Acquired Fred. Olsen Production ASA (USD135 million)
FPSO Lam Son achieves ﬁrst oil

2015

Awarded contract for FPSO John Agyekum Kufuor (USD3.256 billion)

2016

Completed divestment of non-oil and gas subsidiaries

2017

FPSO John Agyekum Kufuor achieves ﬁrst oil

2018
2019

Awarded contracts for FPSO Helang (USD1.4 billion)

2019

Awarded contract for FPSO Abigail-Joseph (USD902 million)

Yinson's market capitalisation growth since 2005
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RM4.54b

RM3.20b

RM4.41b

RM2.78b
RM3.15b
RM1.74b

RM52m

RM49m

RM43m

RM157m
RM431m

RM43m
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RM38m
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RM70m
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Our global presence

Working at Yinson
Yinson is passionate about meeting the world’s energy demands in a
sustainable way.
To achieve this, we believe in curating great employees through the creation of a
vibrant, progressive workplace that puts people ﬁrst. There are many reasons why
Yinson is a great place to work:
A well-established company, with an excellent track record and
global presence

A diverse organisation represented by more than 20 nationalities

An environment of continuous learning and development

OFFICES
Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur)
Malaysia (Miri)
Singapore
Norway
Nigeria
Ghana
REPRESENTATION
Vietnam
Brazil
Houston

KEY ASSETS
FPSO Adoon (Nigeria)
FPSO PTSC Lam Son (Vietnam)
FSO PTSC Bien Dong 01 (Vietnam)
FPSO John Agyekum Kufuor (Ghana)
FPSO Helang (Miri)*
FPSO Allan (Nigeria)* - to be
renamed FPSO Abigail-Joseph
*on schedule for deployment in Q4 2019

A culture which fosters teamwork and mutual support

A variety of exciting and challenging roles, performance-based
incentives and opportunities for international career
development

Great staff beneﬁts to support you and your family

A fun workplace, where people are encouraged to laugh, be
creative and express themselves

Employee diversity in Yinson

Our growth plan
Yinson has a dynamic growth plan, of which sustainability considerations play
an important part.

Year

We understand the importance of making decisions that have a positive
long-term impact in favour of shorter-term gains.
2016

Our big ambitions are guided by our close adherence to our business strategy, in
order to remain prudent in our operations and ﬁnancial management.
As Yinson’s Extraordinary Apprentice, you will be given the opportunity to learn
the in-and-outs of our business strategy, and you will be trained to put your hands
to the plough to execute it.

2017
Our business goals

Long-term
2018

Medium-term
Short-term
Deliver FPSO solutions
for the contracts that
we have won on time
and on budget

2019
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Number of employees
Malaysian

Ghanaian

Singaporean

Indian

Others

British

Norwegian

350

Strive to deliver more
projects in the FPSO
segment, particularly in
our current
geographical region to
enhance economies of
scale via cost reduction

Continue to assess
opportunities to
expand and diversify
into other forms of
infrastructure to
broaden our revenue
base, including assets
related to renewable
energy

Advanced Stream

What you'll learn

Have you always been a step ahead of your peers in terms of drive and
ambition? Are you convinced that you’re destined to lead the next big
global company?

Under the watchful eye of your mentor, you will be given opportunities to
delve directly into the exciting mechanics of a running a global corporate
advisory office.

A place in Yinson’s L.E.A.P Advanced Stream is offered to the most ambitious
apprentices.

Some of the skills you will gain may include, but not limited to, the following:

You will be paired up on a 1-to-1 mentorship with one of Yinson’s top leaders.
Over the course of this 4-year Advanced Stream, you will ‘shadow’ your mentor to
meetings and negotiations, and be involved in discussions about strategic
business decisions. You will be increasingly empowered with critical thinking skills,
innovative and strategic decision-making capabilities, and be groomed to be a
great leader in your own right.

Corporate
fundraising
initiatives

Project and
structured
ﬁnancing

Business
origination and
negotiation

Corporate
restructuring

Accounting and
ﬁnance functions
and group-wide
cashflows

Corporate
secretarial and
legal matters

Tax advisory
and treasury
management

Regulatory
compliance
and advisory

Risk management
controls and
capability

Strategic
thinking
and business
decisions

Global debt and
equity capital
market origination
and documentation

Business
and
funding
origination

Deal structuring

Contract
negotiation

Business
valuation,
mergers and
acquisitions

Corporate
communications
and investor
relations

The Advanced Stream is designed to fast-track you to mid-level management
positions within the company in four years.
The job will be highly demanding. If you are deterred by jetlag, going above and
beyond, or working long hours, this stream is not for you.

Direct one-on-one
mentorship with a top
Yinson leader

Exposure to top level
strategic planning and
negotiations

Exposure to all areas of the
business via customised
rotational programme

Very attractive
remuneration and
beneﬁts

Global travel
opportunities

Accelerated career
progression

(including economic,
tax, account
and ﬁnance
considerations)

Programme roadmap

Choose a stream to match your dream

Customised rotation schedule
determined in discussion with mentor

Executive
Stream

1

Year

Year

2

Set rotation schedule
determined according
to business needs and
trainee learning

Executive Stream
Manager
Level

Year

3

Graduation

Year

Graduation

Advanced
Stream

Mentor attachment

4

Senior
Executive
Level

Apprentices will be rotated through all departments, with the below durations as
a guideline
Department (in no speciﬁc order)
Corporate Communications & Investor Relations
Human Resources & Administration

4 years

Employment type

Contract

Contract

Direct mentorship/
attachment with
Yinson leader

One month

Throughout the entire
programme

Rotation
to all departments

Yes - Fixed rotation

Yes - Customised rotation

Overseas travelling

As needed

As needed

Bond

None

Yes

Career progression
upon completion of
programme

Senior Executive

Manager

• CGPA 3.0 and above or
equivalent
• Involvement in
extra-curricular activities
• Good spoken and written
English

• CGPA 3.75 and above or
equivalent
• Very active involvement in
extra-curricular activities
• Leadership positions held
• Excellent spoken and written
English is essential
• Additional language (including
Mandarin, Portugese, French,
Vietnamese, Norwegian,
Bahasa Melayu, Bahasa
Indonesia, Japanese) will be an
added advantage

Age

No age requirement

26 and below

Working
experience

No working experience
limitations applied

0-2 years

Fields of study

Bachelor degrees in any of
the following areas
(combination and double
majors are welcome):
• Engineering
• Actuarial science
• ACCA/CIMA/ICAEW
• Finance/Accounting
• Economics
• Law
• Business Administration
• International Business

Bachelor degrees in any of
the following areas
(combination and double
majors are welcome):
• Engineering
• Actuarial science
• ACCA/CIMA/ICAEW
• Finance/Accounting
• Economics
• Law
• Business Administration
• International Business

Remuneration

Competitive remuneration

Very attractive remuneration

Qualiﬁcations

1 month
6 months
2 months

Finance Reporting

4 months

Treasury

2 months

Tax & Structure

2 months

Risk Management & Compliance

2 months

Corporate Secretarial

2 months

Duration to be
determined in
discussion with
mentor

1 month

Projects/Engineering/Procurement

2 months

Business Development

2 months

Mentor Attachment

2.5 years

3 months

Corporate Legal

Information Technology

Programme
duration

Executive Stream* Advanced Stream

Investments & Strategic Finance

1 month

*Fixed duration, but order customised to suit business needs and trainee learning.

Advanced Stream

Passionately delivering
powerful solutions
www.yinson.com/leap

